The Villages Archery Club
Target Face Rotation Policy (Paradise Range)
Given that:
1. The practice of centering the target face on the target butt results in rapid deterioration of the center of the
target butt core insert.
2. Repairing and replacing target butt cores is a major maintenance task for club members.
3. Utilizing off-center areas can dramatically increase the useful life of the core.
4. Informal attempts to maintain offset target faces have not been effective.
It shall be the policy of The Villages Archery Club to implement the following practices:
1. Targets 1 through 9 are designated as "Offset Targets".
2. Target faces on Offset Targets must remain offset at all times except during tournaments or special events.
3. New target faces on Offset Targets must be put in their designated offest position.
4. Offset position will be determined by a set weekly schedule (See Rotation Schedule below).
5. Target faces on targets not designated as "Offset" (10 through 17) may remain centered.
The goal is to maximize core insert life by turning:

this

into this

Procedures
1. Each Monday, target faces on Offset Targets will be moved to the designated position, according to the
following schedule. It is the responsibility of each club member to move the face to its new designated position,
if not already done. Do not shoot a target with a face not properly located. Do not move a target face to the
center on an Offset Target! (other than for tournaments or special events).

Rotation Schedule
Monday of the Month

Position

1

12 O'Clock

2

3

3

6

4

9
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2. The entire 1-ring and about half of the 2-ring should hang off the butt in the direction of the offset. This will put
the center of the face about halfway out to the edge of the core from the center. Anything less than that offset
defeats the purpose of the offset. Anything greater than that offset risks damaging the permanent outer butt
section. One and one-half rings is optimal.
Example:

12 O'Clock

3. If the 90 degree positions get worn, the target butt may be rotated 45 degrees and the weekly cycle continued.
4. Core inserts will be repaired or replaced as needed.
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